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The House and Senate of representatives of the U.S. have passed the bill of 
The Privacy Act (The Privacy Act) in December 31, 1974. It was the first 
protection to privacy by the special legislation. But because of the limitation of 
time, the protection to the personal privacy limited to the printed carrier. 
In recent years, with the development of science and technology, 
comprehensive upgrade of information technology, and raise of awareness of 
privacy, how to protect privacy and the privacy rights has become the important 
issue for China's criminal law. At present, our protection to privacy right has 
only stayed in the level of the civil law and the tort law.  
Although our criminal law which protected the rights related privacy have 
been systematic, it failed to build a series of completely criminal law protection 
system ,neither the scope ,the content, nor the way of punishment. It was the 
study of criminal protection to the privacy which was written by the Dr. Wang 
Lizhi that is the less research result in China. In addition, the criminal 
protection to privacy is discussed by little scholars or expert .It is totally 
inappropriate for the demand of criminal protection in present China. 
And the foundation of this article is that the protection to personal privacy 
has not up to the height of the criminal law, the privacy protection is still 
absence in our criminal law system. The goal of this article is to improve 
privacy protection in our country criminal law system by discussed necessity 
and feasibility of protecting the privacy in criminal law. 
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④ “the claim of individuals...to determine for themselves when how and what extend information about them is 
communicated to others....privacy is the voluntary and temporary withdrawal of person from the general society 
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